Corporate
Events
Weddings
With weddings there should be no compromise. Bringing
your special day to us here at Ote Hall means that you

A different class of
hospitality for private
and corporate events

can arrange it exactly as you want it. If you would like
a little help with the planning, then we are on hand to
help – with advice about good local suppliers. There is
even a private apartment that can be hired to make the
experience even more special for the Bride and Groom.
Testimonial

Our wedding at Ote Hall was perfect
from start to finish. It was exactly
how I wanted it – and, because the
venue is exclusively yours for the
day- everyone can relax and just
enjoy the day. Thank you!

Private Parties
Ote Hall is also the perfect venue for private family
parties or events where the location and the ambience
really matter. Yours for the day, and much more
personal and friendly than a hotel, your guests can lose
themselves in the character and beauty of the enclosed

Great Ote Hall:

gardens and take in the history and architecture of the

Wivelsfield

grand old house.

East Sussex

Corporate Events
So much more characterful than a hotel or conference
centre, Ote Hall offers a uniquely personal approach to
corporate events. Entertaining your customers, staff or

RH15 0SR
Tel: 01444 232179
Email: otehall@gmail.com
Mobile: 07802 374 222

partner businesses at our lovely venue at the edge of

For more details, to discuss your event

Wivelsfield, near Burgess Hill will impress them with your

or to arrange to see the house and

care to detail, imagination and sense of style

grounds please contact us.

To discuss your requirements just call 01444 232179
or visit our website at: www.greatotehall.co.uk

www.greatotehall.co.uk

www.greatotehall.co.uk

Events

Ote Hall

The mix of ingredients that combine to create

Ote Hall is the very opposite of formula-base big chain

As an independent venue we are happy either to

a successful event must always have a superb

venues. We aim to completely revise your expectations

advise and work with you on the arrangements, to

location at its heart. Great Ote Hall provides

of what can be delivered at a wedding, private party or

help you find local companies to ensure that your

this in magnificent style. Along with an unusual

corporate event.

event runs smoothly, or to take care of the entire

Planned to perfection
at Great Ote Hall

A glorious location
for your event

provenance, unique surroundings, intriguing

event on your behalf. At Ote Hall, our goal is to

history, personal care and attention from owners

The beautiful house stands in 400 acres of gentle

ensure that you as hosts, and your guests, take away

who live on the premises – and a track record

Sussex countryside (20 mins from Gatwick and 15mins

pleasurable and lasting memories of a wonderful time.

for insuring the happiness of both guests and

from Brighton) where you and your guests will enjoy

hirers. Beautifully accessible by road, rail and air,

spectacular views over the gardens. Your guests can

We have excellent contacts with local suppliers

licensed to perform wedding ceremonies with

relax and enjoy the atmosphere of the house that has

covering a range of services to make sure your event

its own gardens, nooks and crannies, Great Ote

been welcoming visitors for over 400 years.

is a success: Marquee hire, caterers, photographers,

Hall is perfect for events, formal and informal,
that are designed to be memorable.

florists and balloon decorators, gifts, transport, printers.

